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Abstract
Language comes in utterances in which words are bound together according to a simple rule-based syntactic computation
(merge), which creates linguistic hierarchies of potentially infinite length—phrases and sentences. In the current functional
magnetic resonance imaging study, we compared prepositional phrases and sentences—both involvingmerge—toword lists—
not involving merge—to explore how this process is implemented in the brain. We found that merge activates the pars
opercularis of the left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG; BrodmannArea [BA] 44) and a smaller region in the posterior superior temporal
sulcus (pSTS).Within the IFG, sentences engaged amore anterior portion of the area (pars triangularis, BA 45)—comparedwith
phrases—which showed activity peak in BA 44. As prepositional phrases, in contrast to sentences, do not contain verbs, activity
in BA 44 may reflect structure-building syntactic processing, while the involvement of BA 45 may reflect the encoding of
propositional meaning initiated by the verb. The pSTS appears to work together with the IFG during thematic role assignment
not onlyat the sentential level, but also at the phrasal level. Thepresent results suggest thatmerge, the process of bindingwords
together into syntactic hierarchies, is primarily supported by BA 44 in the IFG.
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Introduction
The human capacity to process language is claimed to be based
on a low-level computation, which binds words together to
form phrases and sentences of increasing length (Berwick et al.
2013). This process—called merge in theoretical linguistics
(Chomsky 1993, 1995; Zwart 2011)—is at the base of syntactic
complexity and necessarily precedes the comprehension of
more complex constructions (Bemis and Pylkkanen 2011). Be-
cause of its fundamental nature, the investigation of the neural
representation of merge and whether the construction of min-
imal phrases (on the ship) and minimal sentences (the ship sinks)
differs are central objectives to any comprehensive cognitive

model aiming at understanding the neural mechanisms of
human language processing.

Experimental evidence for the neural reality of merge still re-
mains remarkably vague (Grodzinsky and Friederici 2006; Zaccar-
ella and Friederici 2015). Neurolinguistics has traditionally been
more interested in understanding how the brain supports
complex syntactic processing—that is, sentential embedding,
scrambling, and word-order variation—compared with simple
processing in which no such complexity occurs (Just et al. 1996;
Roder et al. 2002; Santi and Grodzinsky 2007; Shetreet and Fried-
mann 2014; see also Friederici 2011 for a recent review). Accord-
ingly, in these studies merge cannot be directly observed—either
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because it is equally involved during the comprehension of both
complex and simple sentences, or because the large brain activity
associated with the processing of complex sentences masks the
subtle brain activity associated with merge. In either case, prior
results only allow to speculate on the neural reality of this basic
computation. Contrary to complexity manipulations, recent
neurolinguistic studies tried to probe merge directly, by compar-
ing sentence processing to word list processing, in which syntax
is subtracted away and nomerge applies. Unstructuredword lists
have been used as control condition for different syntactic con-
structions, across languages and modalities, using both positron
emission tomography (PET;Mazoyer et al. 1993; Bottini et al. 1994;
Stowe et al. 1998, 1999) and functional magnetic resonance im-
aging (fMRI; Friederici, Meyer et al. 2000; Vandenberghe et al.
2002; Humphries et al. 2005, 2006; Snijders et al. 2009). From
these studies however, a rather conflicting picture emerges,
with different regions believed to play a major role in the merge
mechanism, including Broca’s area (Brodmann Area [BA] 44 and
45); the anterior portion of the left temporal lobe (BA 38); the
posterior portion of the left superior temporal gyrus/sulcus and
the middle temporal gyrus (pSTS/STG and MTG; BA 21/22); and
the left frontal operculum/anterior insula (FOP/aINS).

In these experiments, the type of syntactic manipulation and
the type of word list control condition used could constitute
potential reasons explaining the divergent results. As to the type
of syntactic manipulation, syntactic conditions used in prior
research consisted of very complex structures such as stories
(Mazoyer et al. 1993), embedded clauses (Stowe et al. 1998), com-
plex sentential modifications (Stowe et al. 1999; Vandenberghe
et al. 2002; Snijders et al. 2009), or long subject–object sentences
(Humphries et al. 2005, 2006). Therefore, it remains unclear
whether the reported effects isolate merge processing, or rather
comprise additional cognitive mechanisms, including working
memory, integration across long-distance dependencies, or sen-
tential embedding, which are also found to activate the infero-
frontal and temporal regions (Friederici, Bahlmann, et al. 2006;
Santi and Grodzinsky 2007; Makuuchi et al. 2009; Meyer et al.
2012). As for the second aspect, word list conditions often employ
both function words (e.g., determiners, prepositions, conjunc-
tions) and content words (e.g., nouns, verbs, adjectives), which
may unpredictably enhance rather thandecrease the construction
of minimal structures (e.g., “but this, in stumble”) in the non-syn-
tactic conditions. Content words, for instance, primarily carry lex-
ical-semantic information. Function words, conversely, primarily
carry syntactic information, bearing reduced semantic content,
and rather facilitate structural assignment during linguistic pro-
cessing, by anchoring, linking, or sequencing other items. They
are, therefore, context dependent andmay enhance syntactic pro-
cessing (Garrett 1975, 1976). Thus, in prior studies, the comparison
of sentences against word lists with remaining syntactic chunks
mayhave leadpartly to a subtraction of syntactic processes, rather
than purifyingmerge-related brain activation. Interestingly, those
studies using word lists with both function words and content
words mostly report activation in the temporal cortex, while 1
study that uses content-word-only lists rather reports activation
in the inferior frontal region, the left FOP, bordering on BA 44,
therefore suggesting merge sensitivity only in the IFG (Friederici,
Meyer, et al. 2000).

Neuroanatomical dissociations between content words and
function words have been reported frequently within recent
neurolinguistic literature (Bradley and Garrett 1983; Friederici
1985; Shapiro and Jensen 1986; Neville et al. 1992; Mohr et al.
1994; Pulvermuller 1995; Osterhout et al. 1997; Small et al. 1998;
Brown et al. 1999; Bastiaansen et al. 2005; Wang et al. 2008).

Early clinical studies investigating speech processing in aphasic
patients with anterior lesions noted some impairment in both
the production and the auditory and written comprehension of
functional lexicon (Goodglass et al. 1972; Samuels and Benson
1979; Benson andGeschwind 1985). An fMRI studyexamining lex-
ical access at the single-word level discovered that while content
words activated the anterior IFG (BA 47)—together with the pos-
teriormiddle temporal cortex in the angular gyrus (BA 39),medial
and anterior temporal regions and posterior cingulate—function
words elicited activity in the posterior IFG (BA 44/45)—together
with the precentral gyrus in motor and premotor cortex (BA 4/6),
middle temporal, and supramarginal gyri (Nobre et al. 1997). An-
other fMRI study interested in differential effects of semantic
task (concrete/abstract judgment) and syntactic task (noun/func-
tion word judgment) across single content and function words
reported a gross subdivision in the IFG with selective activation
of the anterior part of Broca’s area (pars triangularis; BA 45) dur-
ing semantic judgment, and selective activation of themore pos-
terior part (pars opercularis (BA 44)/frontal operculum) during
syntactic judgment (Friederici, Opitz, et al. 2000). Because, how-
ever, these past studies mostly used single-word stimuli, the
question of how the 2-word classes participate in the creation
of syntactic hierarchies beyond the single-word level still re-
mains a largely unexplored question. This is rather surprising
given that some words—prepositions, but also certain types of
adverbs, affixes and negation—can switch functional role de-
pending on the surrounding linguistic context in which they
occur (Friederici 1982; Bebout 1993; Del Prato and Pylkkanen
2014). Prepositional particles for instance, together with a con-
ventional syntactic role they carry as members of the function
class, also bear additional semantic information similar to
verbs, because they can assign thematic roles to express certain
relations with the following noun (i.e., the spatial relation of the
preposition “on” in “I didn’t find anything on the ship”). There-
fore, prepositions can still provide semantic relational meaning
with incoming elements they head, although theymay lack prop-
er content semantics. Interestingly, clinical evidence exists
which revealed that comprehension accuracy for prepositions
in sentential contexts decreased in Broca’s aphasics, when cor-
rect processing could solely rely upon syntactic knowledge, but
not when correct processing could rely on semantic knowledge
(Swinney et al. 1980; Friederici 1981). This means that the dis-
tinctiveness of prepositions appears to be not just connected to
the function of their class membership, but also dependent
upon their own functional rolewithin a specific linguistic context
in which they combine. Therefore, prepositions in prepositional
phrases (PPs) might show a “sentence-like” behavior in those
brain regions responsible for thematic role assignment, together
with expected increased neural activity in those areas account-
able for syntactic merging processing.

Based on the above considerations, in the current fMRI study,
wewant to assess how themergemechanism is implemented in
the human brain, in away thatwe could 1) remove syntax-related
activity in the word list control conditions; 2) reduce complexity
confounds arising in previous studies in the syntactic conditions;
3) investigate functional differentiations and similarities during
the creation of minimal prepositional and sentential hierarchies.
To this end, we 1) used noun-only word lists to discourage syn-
tactic processing in the control conditions; we 2) drastically re-
duced the length of the stimulus items to a very fundamental
3-word level; and 3) created 2 types of syntactic contexts: simple
phrasal contexts, namely a PP consisting of a preposition,
together with a determiner phrase (DP), and simple sentential
contexts, consisting of a verb together with the same DP.
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Wewere first interested in localizing themain effect ofmerge—in
which both phrases and sentences were analyzed together and
contrasted with word lists of equal syllabic length. Based on pre-
vious studies, we hypothesized main activity increase for both
constructions in the IFG, as the core region associated with hier-
archical computation (Friederici, Bahlmann, et al. 2006; Makuu-
chi et al. 2009). We also expected activity modulation in the
pSTS—which is thought to support thematic role assignment at
the sentential level (Bornkessel et al. 2005; Friederici et al. 2009;
den Ouden et al. 2012)—although we had to leave open the ques-
tion of whether this region’s sensitivity to thematic assignment
would have generalized to PPs aswell. Second—expecting the IFG
to be the locus of hierarchical processing—wewanted to perform
a closer inspection in Broca’s region, to see whether at a finer
grained level, dissociable anatomical trajectories between
phrases and sentences exist in the area.We followed the hypoth-
esis that BA 44 is the area that more strongly responds to pure
structure-building syntactic processing, and therefore may be
more active during prepositional processing, while BA 45 rather
supports verb-level sentential integration (Friederici, Opitz,
et al. 2000; Friederici 2011; Zhu et al. 2013).

Materials and Methods
Participants

Eighteen native German speakers were included in the analysis
(11 female; mean age 25.5 years, standard deviation [SD] 2.03
years; all native German speakers). All of themwere right handed
according to the Edinburgh Inventory (Oldfield 1971) and had
normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Six additional participants
were scanned but excluded from further analysis because of
reduced performance (see below). Three other subjects were
removed early on due to a lack of sustained wakefulness during
the experiment. Prior to scanning, participants gave written in-
formed consent. No participant declared to have implanted
metal objects such as aneurysm clips or a pacemaker. Each sub-
ject received monetary compensation (15 EUR) for participating
in the study. All procedures were approved by the local ethics
committee (University of Leipzig).

Stimuli

The experimental paradigmwas intended to assess neural activ-
ity related to the merge operation generated during the process-
ing of syntactic structures, compared with noun lists of equal
syllabic length. The experiment was organized in a factorial
design with 2 independent variables. The first variable was
MERGE (M), with 2 corresponding levels: syntax (+M) and word
list (−M). The second variable was hierarchy TYPE, involving 2
levels: PHRASE (PH) and SENTENCE (SE), with equal numbers of
words in the corresponding lists conditions (Fig. 1). The PH(+M)
context consisted of a PP of 3 syllables, in which a preposition
(P) was followed by a DP (PP = Pauf/on + DPdas Schiff/the ship). The SE
(+M) context had a 3-syllable sentence (S) in which a full DP
was followed by a V (S = DPdas Schiff/the ship + Vsinkt/sinks). For the
noun phrases (NPs) forming theDPs,we selected 48monosyllabic
nouns from the CELEX database (Baayen et al. 1995). We only
used feminine and neuter nouns, which do not distinguish
nominative and accusative case at the determiner level between
phrasal hierarchies and sentential hierarchies. Specifically, we
selected 24 feminine nouns (mean CELEX lemma frequency =
24.12; SD = 27.62), and 24 neuter nouns (mean CELEX frequency =
24.41; SD = 26.97). In condition PH(+M), 6 monosyllabic

prepositions (+ACC) were employed (i.e., “an, für, durch, auf,
vor, and in”). In condition SE(+M), 48 monosyllabic verbs were se-
lected and used to generate simple meaningful sentences in
agreement with the 48 determiner-noun combinations described
above. In theword list conditionsSE(−M)andPH(−M), the 48nouns
were placed in the exact same position as in the (+M) conditions,
while the remaining words were replaced by 192 monosyllabic
nouns. The final stimulus set consisted of 192 items (i.e., 48
items, 4 conditions each) and 12 fillers. Fillers ensured that parti-
cipants paid attention to each individual word within each item,
such that prior to the final word across items, participants could
not predict whether the stimulus belonged to the syntactic condi-
tion, the corresponding word list condition, or to a third filler con-
dition—named rubbish condition—in which all nonbordering
letters within the last word were replaced with “X” strings
(KXXXT, instead of KRAUT/cabbage). For example, at PH level,
after the first word had appeared (i.e., AUF/on), one of the 3 pos-
sible sequences could have followed: 1) [DAS/the]→ [SCHIFF/ship]
= auf das Schiff, PH(+M); 2) [BIS/until]→ [ZU/to] = auf bis zu, word
list filler; 3) [DAS]→ [KXXXT] = auf das KxxT, rubbish filler. None
of the fillers was used in the experimental conditions.

Procedure

Prior to scanning, participants performed a short practice session
of the actual experiment on a desktop computer located outside
of the scanner room. None of the stimuli used in the practice ses-
sionwas used during the experimental session. Stimuli were pre-
sented visually using the software package Presentation®

(Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc., Albany, CA, USA) with a Sanyo
PLC-XP50L LCD XGA (Sanyo Electric Co., Ltd., Moriguchi, Japan;
pixels = 1024 × 768 × 3; refresh rate = 100 Hz) mirror-projection
system mounted on the head coil. A mono-spaced font in white
letters on a gray background was used (capitalized letters; 45 pt).
An experimental trial started with a white fixation cross at the
center of the screen; after a random jitter of either 0 or 1000 ms
after acquisition of the previous volume, the words of a visual
stimulus appeared in sequence, lasting 300 ms each. Mean
stimulus onset asynchrony was 8.6 s. Total trial duration was ad-
justed to 900 ms (Fig. 2). As soon as the fixation cross reappeared,
right after the last word within the trial had been shown, partici-
pants were requested to indicate via button press whether the
preceding stimuluswas a phrase/sentence, aword list, or rubbish
(Friederici, Meyer, et al. 2000). A triple-choice button box was
used. Participants were requested to use the right index finger,
the right middle finger, or the right ring finger to accomplish
the task. Each participant received an individual, pseudo-rando-
mized stimulus list. Given the easiness of the stimulus material,
we followed indications from previous electroencephalography
studies, which suggested that structure-building syntactic pro-
cesses are quite automatic in adults and only require very limited
neural resources to be implemented (Hahne and Friederici 1999;

Figure 1. Experimental design: 2 × 2 design with the factors MERGE (+Merge and

−Merge) and Hierarchy TYPE (Phrase vs. Sentence).
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Hahne et al. 2002). Therefore, subjects performing below 75% ac-
curacy in any of the experimental conditions were considered to
be bad performers and excluded from further analysis, as done in
other functional studies interested in the same type of process
(Snijders et al. 2009; Westerlund et al. 2015). Stimuli were pre-
sented in 12 mini blocks 24 items from the same TYPE level
(i.e., 12 PH(+M) and 12 PH(−M), respectively), 6 fillers, and 8 null
events. Each functional dataset collection lasted approximately
48 min.

Behavioral Data Acquisition

We acquired single-trial responses and reaction times.

Image Acquisition

Functional images were acquired with a whole-body 3 Tesla
Bruker Medspec 3000. The functional data were acquired using
a T2*-weighted gradient-echo echo-planar-imaging (EPI) se-
quence, with the following parameters: TR = 2.0 s, TE = 30 ms,
flipangle =90°, FOV=19.2×19.2 cm2, in-plane resolution=3×3mm2;
data matrix = 64 × 64; slice thickness = 3mm; interslice gap=1mm;
number of slices= 30 (axial slices, parallel to AC-PC line/whole-brain
coverage, ascending direction), number of volumes=1270 volumes.
T1-weighted 3D MP-RAGE (magnetization-prepared rapid gradient
echo) images (MuglerandBrookeman1990)TI =650ms;TR=1300ms;
α = 10°; FOV = 256 × 240 mm) were previously acquired with a
nonselective inversion pulse to be used for preprocessing of the
functional data.

Behavioral Data Analysis

From the single-trial responses and reaction times for the 4 condi-
tions for each participant, we calculated accuracy rates andmean
reaction times. A 2 × 2 analysis of variance (ANOVA) with factors
MERGE and TYPEwas used to test condition effects on both accur-
acy rates and mean reaction times. All analyses employed MA-
TLAB® (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) and SPSS (PASW
Statistics for Windows, Version 18.0. Chicago: SPSS Inc.).

Preprocessing of the Imaging Data

Functional imaging data were pre-processed using the SPM 8
software package (Wellcome Imaging Department, University
College, London, UK, freely available at http://fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/
spm). Subject-specific functional volumes were co-registered

with corresponding structural T1-weighted images. Functional
time series were realigned to the first image to correct for motion
artifacts and resliced for timing correction. A gray matter
segmentation-based procedure was used for normalization to
the standard MR template included in the SPM software package.
A Gaussian filter of 8 mm FWHM was used to smooth the func-
tional data. A high-pass filter of 128 s was used to attenuate
slow global signal changes.

Whole-Brain Imaging Data Analysis

We performed a 2-stage random-effects analysis to ensure result
generalizability over the population level (Penny and Holmes
2003). The first 5 volumes from each dataset were excluded to
allow for magnetic saturation effects to establish. Subject-specif-
ic general linear models were assessed using the hemodynamic
response function from the SPM software (Friston et al. 1995).
Error trials and filler trials were modeled as distinct conditions,
and the 6 movement parameters per volume were treated as re-
gressors of no interest. Contrast estimates for the experimental
conditions were obtained from a first-level t-contrast against
the global mean and then passed into a second-level 2 × 2
ANOVA, where we assessed the MERGE × TYPE interaction, as
well as the main effects of MERGE and TYPE. Significance level
was set to a family-wise-error-corrected P < 0.05. Local maxima
were reported using theMontreal Neurological Institute (MNI) co-
ordinate convention. Anatomical landmarks were identified
using the SPM Anatomy Toolbox (Eickhoff et al. 2005).

Distribution Assessment in Broca’s Region

In a second phase,we restricted our functional analysis to Broca’s
area alone. This increased statistical power, enabling us to gain
further information on the different linguistic nature of phrases
and sentences used in the experiment, and possibly, the asso-
ciated functional subdivision between BA 44 and BA 45 (Frieder-
ici, Opitz, et al. 2000; Zhu et al. 2013). The cytoarchitectonically
defined LIFG from the Jülich Anatomy Toolbox for SPM was
used as independent search space to remove selection bias dur-
ing second-level analysis (Kriegeskorte et al. 2009; Vul and Kanw-
isher 2010). The population map of BA 44 and BA 45 of the left
hemispherewas truncated at 50%,with themask created by com-
bining the 2 volumes. For this analysis, we performed t-test com-
parisons, with phrasal stimuli and sentential stimuli directly
compared with their corresponding word list conditions: [PH
(+M) > PH(−M)] and [SE(+M) > SE(−M)]. We assessed the corre-
sponding anatomical position relative to BAs 44 and 45 of the Jü-
lich Atlas. To assess whether the 2 subregions within Broca’s
were differently engaged by phrases and sentences, we extracted
for each participant theMNI coordinate of themaximum individ-
ual activation peak voxel for each the significant phrasal and sen-
tential contrast (see Results) within the Broca’s area mask. To
assess the spatial difference between the resulting 2 individual
sets ofMNI coordinates, we then calculated the individual Euclid-
ean distance between each participant’s 2 coordinate sets. On the
resulting values, we ran a 1-sample t-test, hypothesizing that if
the vectorwas significantly different from0, then the 2 structures
yielded spatially distinct subregions within Broca’s area.

Results
Behavioral Results

Analysis of the behavioral data showed neither significant main
effects nor a significant interaction for neither accuracy rates

Figure 2.Timing of visual presentation: for each trial, participants judgedwhether

the stimulus was a possible phrase, a list, or a rubbish-stimulus containing “X”

letters.
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(P = 0.544 [MERGE]; P = 0.944 [TYPE]; P = 0.393 [MERGE × TYPE];
Fig. 3A) nor reaction times (P = 0.291 [MERGE]; P = 0.496 [TYPE]; P =
0.637 [MERGE × TYPE]; Fig. 3B)—that is, participants performed at
ceiling and equally fast across conditions. Five subjects were ex-
cluded, because they performed below 75% accuracy in any of the
conditions (the overall performance was about 1 SD from group
mean for 2 subjects, 1.5 SD for 1 subject, and about 2 SD for the
remaining 2 subjects). One additional subject was further ex-
cluded because of excessively slow reaction time, which was
about 2.5 SD from the group mean.

Whole-Brain Imaging Data Results

Analysis of functional data revealed amain effect ofMERGEwith-
in the left inferior frontal gyrus, with the peak in BA 44 (MNI peak

coordinate x =−51, y = 11, z = 16; Z = 5.68;KE = 190 voxels; Fig. 4 and
Table 1). A smaller cluster was found in the pSTS (peak coordin-
ate x =−57, y =−43, z = 1; Z = 5.08;KE = 34 voxels; Fig. 4 andTable 1).
Themain effect of TYPE, aswell as theMERGE × TYPE interaction,
did not yield any significant clusters that survived the statistical
thresholds.

Distribution Assessment in Broca’s Region

In the hypothesis-driven analysis inside Broca’s area, we found
that main peak activity for phrases was located in BA 44 (peak co-
ordinate x =−51, y = 11, z = 19; Z = 5.48; KE = 165 voxels; Fig. 5 and
Table 1), while the main peak activity for sentences was located
in BA 45 (peak coordinate x = −54, y = 26, z = 10; Z = 4.10; KE = 82
voxels; Fig. 5 and Table 1). For the sentential constructions,
we additionally found activation in BA 44 at x =−48, y = 17, z = 22
(Z = 4.09) and at x =−51, y = 11, z = 13 (Z = 4.06). The spatial distance
between the subject-based phrasal and the sentential peak was
significant (t(17) = 8.53; P < 0.001 [test value = 0]).

Discussion
The present fMRI study set out to identify the brain regions in-
volved in basic syntactic structure building—themerge operation
(Chomsky 1995)—during natural language processing. In our
paradigm, participants were asked to read 3-word phrases,

Figure 3. Behavioral results: 2 × 2 repeated measures ANOVA (factor MERGE and factor H-TYPE). A, RESPONSE TIMES: no significant effect found. B, ACCURACY: no

significant effect found. Error bars show SD.

Figure 4. Main effect of merge: whole-brain analysis for the main effect of merge

(FWE-corrected; P < 0.05), with signal intensity (percentage) at local maxima. BA

44, Brodmann area 44; pSTS, posterior superior temporal sulcus. Mean signal

extraction from local maxima was done using Marsbar 0.41 for SPM (http

://marsbar.sourceforge.net). ***P < 0.001; corrected for multiple comparisons.

Table 1 Functional results from the whole-brain analysis and the
small volume correction (SVC) analysis in Broca’s area (BA 44/45)

Anatomical area MNI coordinate KE (voxels) ZE

X Y X

Whole-brain analysis
Merge effect

Left BA44/pars opercularis −51 11 16 190 5.68
Left pSTS −57 −43 1 34 5.08

Broca’s area
Phrases

BA44/pars opercularis −51 11 19 165 5.48
Sentences

BA45/pars triangularis −54 26 10 82 4.10

Note: Voxel dimension is 3 mm3. All values are FWE-corrected at P < 0.05.
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sentences, and corresponding unstructured word lists of equal
length. A main effect of merge was found in the group-level sta-
tistics in the IFG with peak in in the left pars opercularis/BA 44
and to a small extent in the pSTS. A closer inspection in Broca’s
region revealed that minimally hierarchical 3-word phrases—in
which a full noun phrase was combined with a PP—showed
peak activity in BA 44. Conversely, minimal 3-word sentences—
in which a full noun phrase was combined with a verbal phrase
—activated the most inferior part of the IFG, in BA 45.

The involvement of Broca’s area (BA 44) for the main effect of
syntax we report here is in line with results from numerous neu-
roimaging studies investigating syntactic processing (Stromswold
et al. 1996; Friederici 2002; Bornkessel et al. 2005; Hagoort 2005,
2008; Grodzinskyand Santi 2008;Makuuchi et al. 2009, 2013; Perani
et al. 2011). Within this literature, however, there is a tendency to
link the involvement of the IFG—and in particular BA 44—to the
concept of syntactic complexity at the sentential level. Complexity
has been defined either in terms of non-canonical reordering in
German or in Japanese, for example (Roder et al. 2002; Friederici,
Fiebach, et al. 2006), or, alternatively, in terms of hierarchical sen-
tential embedding in natural language (Makuuchi et al. 2009) and
artificial grammar studies (Bahlmann et al. 2008).

The present data confirm the general notion of BA 44 being ac-
tivated as a function of structural hierarchy, but they clearly go
beyond this view by proposing that BA 44’s sensitivity to struc-
ture is already evident when processing a minimal hierarchy,
that is, during a minimal merge operation. By following the
view that merge is the computational algorithm forming more
complex hierarchical structures in language, we propose that
BA 44 is found active whenever syntactic structures are formed,
be they simple or more complex. Both simple and more complex
constructions share the essential merging process in language,
which corresponds to increased neural activity in BA 44. This
functional specialization, however, does not entail that merge
in language is the only process recruiting BA 44. A recent func-
tional subparcellation of this area (Clos et al. 2013) suggests
that BA 44 also supports the processing of phonological and
musical structures and the imagination of action sequences,
although localized at partly different subregions. The present

results demonstrate that within the language network merge is
neurally implemented in BA 44 (Berwick et al. 2013).

In the light of the present findings, 1 potential source of criti-
cism to the proposal that BA 44 activates as a reflection of merge
seems to come from the observation that in our design, lists of
content words have been compared with stimuli including con-
tent words as well as function words like determiners and prepo-
sitions. Therefore, the main effect observed in BA 44 could have
beendrivenby the functionwords themselves.Hemodynamic evi-
dence in the literature however suggests that the merge effect in
BA 44 we report here cannot be simply associated to the absence
of function words in the control conditions. This evidence
comes from a study that used function word only to create word
list control conditions (e.g., “this and off to that which why”),
and which still reported activity in the IFG (BA 44) for the contrast
syntactic processing versus word list processing (Maguire and
Frith 2004).

Once the relative spatial distribution of phrasal structures and
sentential structures is separately investigated, a fine-grained
functional specification in subregions of Broca’s area is observ-
able, with phrases yielding more activity in the posterior frontal
region—that is, BA 44 and sentences involve the more anterior
region—BA 45. Although both phrases and sentences involve
merge processes, the relatively stronger involvement of semantic
processes in sentences is higher, leading to higher BA 45 activa-
tion. This is in line with a study that found BA 44 for sentence
structure when semantic information was stripped away, but
an involvement of BA 45when semantic informationwas present
(Goucha and Friederici 2015). Neuroanatomically, it has long
been known that the IFG is a heterogeneous region, with
cytoarchitectonically distinct cortical patches. Structural subdi-
visionswithin Broca’s distinguishing between themore posterior
BA 44 and themore anterior BA 45 exist, based on the cellular or-
ganization of corresponding regional tissues (Brodmann 1909),
and cell density profiles on postmortem brains (Amunts et al.
1999, 2010), which found Layer IV density differences between
the dysgranular BA 44 and the granular BA 45. This structural
differentiation goes well in hand with the large body of experi-
mental evidence strongly supporting the view that different

Figure 5. Small volume correction (SVC) analysis in Broca’s area: main peak for sentential effect (blue: “das Schiff sinkt” > “Halm Schiff Saft”); main peak for phrasal effect

(red: “auf das Schiff” > “Lauch Mund Schiff”). FWE-corrected; P < 0.05. The cytoarchitectonically defined left IFG from the SPM anatomy toolbox for SPMwas used as mask

for the volume-of-interest analysis. The population map of Area 44 and Area 45 of the left hemisphere was truncated at 50%, with the mask created by combining the 2

volumes together. BA 45, Brodmann area 45; BA 44, Brodmann area 44.
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subsystems within the IFG exist (Friederici 2002; Hagoort 2005;
Grodzinsky and Friederici 2006; Rogalsky and Hickok 2011). The
activity we observed for sentential constructions in the present
study is in line with the proposal that the more anterior part of
the IFG is recruited within the specific processes of the semantic
system (Bookheimer 2002; Friederici 2002, 2011), being selectively
involved in different aspects of linguistic comprehension, includ-
ing—as in the current study—the encoding of propositional
meaning. The semantic sensitivity of the anterior IFG has been
discussed by different reviews dedicated to lexical-semantic ac-
cess (Fiez 1997; Gabrieli et al. 1998) and reported in several experi-
mental studies focusing on semantic encoding, which included
either concreteness judgment or semantic priming (Demb et al.
1995; Poldrack et al. 1999; Friederici, Opitz, et al. 2000; Wagner
et al. 2000). Beyond single-word semantics, functional evidence
shows that the anterior IFG actively participates at sentential
level during propositional evaluation (Zhu et al. 2013). In a plausi-
bility judgment study, neural activity in the anterior IFG was
found to increase when participants were requested to assess
whether a certain sentence expressed a propositional concept
that could have been imagined in the real world (Caplan et al.
2008). Seemingly, BA 45 was found active during sentential se-
mantic integration, when pairs of sentences had to be contrasted
against each other to evaluate whether both expressed the same
event (Newman et al. 2010), or when subjects read sentences and
judged whether or not they were semantically acceptable (Zhu
et al. 2009). Given the nature of our stimulus items, we propose
that increased activity in BA 45 results from the encoding of
propositional meaning expressed by the verb in the sentence.
The same does not hold true for phrasal constructions, in
which propositional mapping is not established, as no verb is
available. In this respect, we argue that the engagement of BA
44 during the construction of basic PPs most probably reflects
syntactic processing in this area, given the grammatical nature
of prepositional items.

In addition to engaging the left IFG, our results also indicate
that the processing of both phrases and sentences involves the
left posterior STS. Previous findings consistently reported poster-
ior superior temporal cortex to come into play when lexical-
semantic information is available (Stowe et al. 1998; Bornkessel
et al. 2005, Friederici et al. 2009), andmore specifically, when the-
matic assignment at the sentential level is more difficult to pro-
cess (Roder et al. 2002; Ben-Shachar et al. 2003; Constable et al.
2004; Bornkessel et al. 2005; Friederici et al. 2009). In this respect,
it has been proposed that the left posterior STSworks in an inter-
active relationwith the inferior frontal cortex to act as an integra-
tion region mapping lexical/thematic information to syntactic
argument hierarchies (Bornkessel et al. 2005; den Ouden, et al.
2012). Comparedwith previous studies, however, the presentma-
nipulation allowed us to show that pSTS activation, as expected
for sentence processing, is visible also when PPs are processed.
Therefore, we obtained a positive answer to the question of
whether the pSTS’s sensitivity to thematic assignment would
have been further generalizable to prepositional constructions.
The status of a PP is seen as special within the grammatical sys-
tem, as prepositions can assign thematic roles (Carnie 2007) to
the noun phrases contained within the PP (e.g., “the ship” in
“on the ship” here), depending on the specific function they
serve (e.g., “locative” role). Intriguingly, this aspect was already
noted in early patient studies, which revealed opposite perform-
ance patterns in Broca’s aphasics and Wernicke’s aphasics dur-
ing sentential processing with correct or incorrect prepositions.
While indeed patients with infero-frontal lesion and reduced
syntactic ability could still make use of semantic knowledge

to establish thematic dependencies between preposition and
noun, patients with lesion in the posterior superior temporal
lobe and spared syntactic knowledge had severe lexical problems
in selecting the appropriate proposition for the correctly assigned
syntactic category (Friederici 1982; Friederici et al. 1982; Bennis
et al. 1983). Therefore, if resorting to the posterior STS is neces-
sary to the extraction of linguistic meaning, and if this is true
even during the processing of PPs, our tentative hypothesis is
that the region supports semantic inference of thematic assign-
ment already beyond sentential level, nonetheless confirming
the highly integrative nature of the region, within and outside
the linguistic system (Scott and Johnsrude 2003; Friederici 2011).

The strong involvement of the left inferior frontal (and poster-
ior temporal) cortex we report in our study casts doubts on the
role of other regions—the anterior temporal lobe (ATL), FOP/
aINS—which have been suggested to play for themergemechan-
ism in previous works. The present data appear to disagree with
those experiments putting the left ATL in focus (Stowe et al. 1998,
1999; Vandenberghe et al. 2002; Humphries et al. 2005, 2006;
Xu et al. 2005; Rogalsky and Hickok 2009). Because in those stud-
ies the ATL was found activated for sentences relative to word
lists, some authors raised the possibility that the ATL may be
the key region for syntactic structure building under merge (Ro-
galsky and Hickok 2009). In our functional analysis however,
ATL failed to show up as active for the contrast between syntax
and word lists. One possible reason for this opposite pattern is
that, contrary to our stimuli, studies reporting ATL activation
mostly compared long sentences to word lists containing re-
maining syntactic chunks, which removed syntactic effect from
the data and rather boosted semantic processing in the anterior
temporal region (Mazoyer et al. 1993; Stowe et al. 1998, 1999;
Humphries et al. 2006). In this sense, we follow the view that
the ATLmay reflect combinatorial semantic—rather than syntac-
tic—operations between words, to create complex coherent
meanings from more basic ones (Barsalou 1982; Humphries
et al. 2007; Baron et al. 2010; Baron and Osherson 2011). A seman-
tic role for the ATLwouldmore easily explain activation in the re-
gion found in Vandenberghe et al. (2002), which reported
sentence versus word list differences in the ATL, only when the
sentences were semantically coherent. This would also be in
line with a fMRI study investigating the functional relationship
between neural activity and size of linguistic structures, which
found an effect of size in ATL only when lexico-semantic infor-
mation was available, but not when semantics was removed by
replacing content words with pseudo-words (Pallier et al. 2011).
Recent magnetoencephalographic studies looking at composi-
tionality effects at a very basic 2-word level also proposed the
ATL to be crucial for basic combinatorics in the semantic rather
than in the syntactic domain (Bemis and Pylkkanen 2013; Del
Prato and Pylkkanen 2014). Finally, data from a clinical investiga-
tion showed that both in patients suffering from semantic vari-
ant primary progressive aphasia (semantic PPA)—with severe
bilateral atrophy of the ATL—and in normal control subjects,
the left inferior frontal and posterior temporal regions were the
only 2 areas being functionally modulated by syntactic process-
ing, while ATL was not consistently modulated (Wilson et al.
2014). The semantic nature of theATL isfinally stressed in distrib-
uted-plus-hubmodels of cortical semantic networks, which con-
sider the ATL to be a shared amodal conceptual hub, where
distributed conceptual representations coming from different
modality-specific systems are bound together and processed by
a common set of neurons and synapses (Patterson et al. 2007;
Lambon Ralph et al. 2010). Our study also did not find consis-
tent involvement of the FOP/adINS at stringent thresholds.
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The FOP/adINS may thus rather be thought to support word-
accumulation processing in which the categorical information
of the word is first accessed according to its lexical status
(Friederici Opitz et al. 2000) and then shortly maintained on
hold before further processing takes place (Grasby et al. 1994). A
low functional specialization for syntax in the FOP/adINS finds
support in another hemodynamic study in which the region, in
contrast to BA 44, was not able to discriminate between grammar
types, since it was only able to detect an error in the order of syl-
lables, regardless of the structure of the sequence in which the
error occurred (Friederici, Bahlmann, et al. 2006).

Finally, coming back tomerge, research on the cognitive basis of
merge has stimulated a growing discussion in the literature in the
last decade, which especially focused on the issue whether merge
should be seen as a purely language-specific computation or as a
rather basic process common to other cognitive mechanisms
(Fitch and Hauser 2004; Grodzinsky and Friederici 2006; Bolhuis
et al. 2014). Recursive processes have been assumed to possibly
also apply to non-language domains such as music and mathem-
atics (Hauser et al. 2002). Here we argue that merge as defined for
language canbe localizedwithin the language temporo-frontal net-
work in BA 44. At the theoretical level, it has been proposed that
merge in language is specific in the property thatwordshave to cre-
ate constituents that inherit the lexical feature of word category
from their constituent words (Murphy 2015); that is, information
in a single, dominantword (e.g., determiner) exhibits a hierarchical
influence onto the remainder of the syntactic constituent (e.g., DP).
From a neurobiological point of view, BA 44 now appears to be a
multifunctional area subserving different cognitive mechanisms
(Clos et al. 2013); syntactic processes in the narrow sense may
only engage a subportion of this region. Future investigations on
merge may want to use highly detailed parcellation maps to
allow for a finer grained structure-to-function cortical mapping.

Conclusion
The syntactic merging mechanism creating phrases and sen-
tences activates the IFGwith highest activity in BA44 and a smal-
ler region in the posterior STS. A finer grained investigation into
the neural behavior of phrases and sentences in Broca’s revealed
an activity shift for sentences towards the ventral portion of the
IFG (BA 45), while phrases rather boosted activity in BA 44. As sen-
tences in contrast to PPs contain verbs, the involvement of BA 45
reflects the encoding of propositional meaning. Conversely, the
involvement of BA44 for phrasesmarks pure syntactic processing
in the area. The posterior STS may support thematic assignment
already beyond sentential level, since it is equally active for both
structures. The most general finding of the present study is that
merge as the basic syntactic operation of binding words syntac-
tically is primarily performed in BA 44 in the IFG.
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